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Record Prices To Rise After April 18 to $8

The price of the 1968 Record will be raised to $8 after April 18, Robert Green, business manager of the Record, announced.

The yearbook will be a side issue by April 18 at booths in Benjamin Franklin Hall and High School Hall for the price of $8, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. It will also be sold at the hall from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Society Building, 4843 Woodland Avenue during the school days.

Those who have paid a deposit of $2 will be permitted to purchase the yearbook at the reduced rate.

Morgan State Again Enters Penn Relays

Robert L. Jefferis

Morgan State, a provisional track team and Penn Relays entrant, will play an important role in the annual meeting of the University of Pennsylvania's track and field teams, scheduled for April 18 and 19 at Franklin Field, April 23 and 24.

The Southern entry force is formidable the quintet and team relay of the track team that set a College record in winning last year.

McMurray ran a spectacular 44-second quarter-mile leg in the mile relay last year as he brought the junior college home third behind Villanova and Texas. He has been chosen to run for the CIAA, NCAA and NCAA quarter-mile titles, the sports editor of Morgan's campus weekly, Anthony and Walter, has chosen him as a three-sport star for the CIAA final.

The grant was presented "in appreciation" to Morgan's facilities director, Mr. (Peters) and the University have agreed to purchase and complete the "101" athletic scholarships to Dr. Andrew's Christian's double Olympic winner.

Quaker Basketball Team Will Go on Three-Game Tour of Puerto Rico During Christmas Holidays: Alumni To Pay

All arrangements have been made for Pennsylvania's basketball team to tour a three-game alumni-sponsored tour of Puerto Rico during the Christmas vacation this year. The Daily Pennsylvanian reported yesterday that the team was confirmed by athletic director Jerry Foss to be the first college basketball team to tour Puerto Rico and that the trip will be a full-fledged team tour with all expenses guaranteed for 10 players.

Playing a three-game tour in Puerto Rico, the tour team is expected to compete April 23, April 24, and April 25 with all games to be held in the territory.

Along in Washington, Secretary of State Dover says the U. S. will probably have to continue nuclear tests beyond the current one because of the need to be ready to meet the Soviet threat.

No missiles will be developed, the U. S. will not follow Russia's led in developing new missiles.

Brucker Says Russia on 'War-Footing'

Joe Brucker says Russia is on 'war-footing' despite its claim of peace. Brucker, at a press conference today, said the United States is waiting to meet the forces of "bloodshed and the threat of destruction.

Brucker said that in the past, the U. S. had told Russia that it did not want a war.

"But," Brucker said, "we will not back down until a decision to the contrary is forthcoming."

Quaker Basketball Team Will Go on Three-Game Tour of Puerto Rico During Christmas Holidays: Alumni To Pay

Although athletic officials at the University of Pennsylvania had approved the trip, many officials of the University of Pennsylvania, particularly those in the Administration, had been hesitant to endorse the trip.

The university officials had been hesitant to endorse the trip, particularly those in the Administration, had been hesitant to endorse the trip.
Penn Spells Trouble for Fenn

by Bernard Schneyer

This is directed mainly as a reminder to the students of the University of Pennsylvania, that the better part of valor is in the avoidance of danger. The events of last Saturday, when Fenn, the other challenge to Penn, was defeated, were of a dire nature, and it behooves every student to take heed and to make sure that he is familiar with the rules of the game.

To every Fenn enthusiast, the news of the defeat must have been a shock. The Boys in Blue are a team to be reckoned with, and their defeat was unexpected. The game was played with great spirit and determination by both teams, but the margin of victory was so huge that it is impossible to overlook.

The victory of the Boys in Blue is not only a victory for the team, but for the entire University of Pennsylvania. It is a victory that will be remembered for years to come, and it is a victory that will be looked upon with pride by every student.

In conclusion, let us not forget the lesson that was taught by the events of last Saturday. Let us be prepared for any challenge that may come our way, and let us be ready to meet it with courage and determination.
Yale Stickmen Rout Quakers On Late Rally

The Penn lacrosse team's "fearless" defense, according to one observer, was the key to the Blue's 7-6 win over Yale. The Blue's defense, especially in the third quarter, was the difference in the game.

**Quaker Nine Wins 7-6; Weed Victor in Relief**

Pennsylvania's golfing stars secured a victory over the Blue with six wins in the nine-hole match. The victory, which was the first of the season for the Quakers, was achieved through a series of individual and team efforts.

**Penn Golfers Lose Graybill; Soph Takes Two-Year Leave**

Graybill was defeated by his opponent in the opening match, but the Blue's victory over Penn was secured by the performance of individual and team players.

**Everyone Moves Up**

Coaches and players were pleased with the results of the match. For the Blue, the victory was their third in as many years, and it was a significant step towards the championship.

**Trimble Repeats As All-Ivy Fencer**

Trimble, who won the All-Ivy Award last year, repeated his success this year. He is the third fencer to win the award, following the example of his predecessor.

**Jack Grossman's Humoresque Coffee Shop**

The coffee shop is a new establishment in the city, offering a variety of coffee drinks, pastries, and comfortable seating.

**Brandeis University Summer School**

The summer school offers a range of courses, including music, psychology, and anthropology.

**Chesterfield Men of America: The Test-driver**

Chesterfield is a popular brand of cigarettes, known for its "big clean taste of top-tobacco."

**Brandes University Summer School 1958 Session**

The summer school offers courses in anthropology, archaeology, biology, and more, with schedules ranging from June 23 to August 1.

**Chesterfield Nothing satisfies like the Big Clean Taste of Top-Tobacco**
NOTICES

Booters' First Notices

Mentor Dies

Boys' Club

Class Nominations

Baseball

(Continued from page three)

I moved on a balk by Rutgers hurler Charley Cheek then hit a line drive six feet off the ground which second-baseman Jerry McCullough grabbed like a jogger, McCullough, anxious to double up, Athens threw the ball wild into the right field and I scored the winning run.

Baseball

Golf

(Classified Ads)

EXPERIENCED TYPIST DESIRES

1. S. A. M. ANNUAL CONFERENCE TICKETS

ON SALE TODAY - DIETRICH HALL

$2.50 - Member

$3.50 - Non-Member
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What does your writing tell about you?

I love you

Direct Otto

Forthright — You write it because you mean it. You're unambigous. And you appreciate as envied your Esterbrook one day, right in the point... I bet, phasme, you can get another for only 60c.

Effervescent — A delightful writer. Interesting correspondence. Active, in a hurry. You'll likely drop your Esterbrook one day, right in the point... I bet, phasme, you can get another for only 60c.

Careful — Good operator... details don't alarm you. Too apprehensive having the just-right instrument for every job. Esterbrook's 32 custom points let you select one that's really right for you.

Outgiving — Huge-leaved, always good for a wash, collector of few friends. But even when you've found dozens to your last 25c, you can still buy an Esterbrook Pen... with the point that's right for you.

Choose exactly the point for you from Esterbrook's 32.

Esterbrook $3.95 and up

Here are 5 of Esterbrook's 32 points

Authorized Agent

UNIVERSITY JEWELERS

3459 WOODLAND AVENUE
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